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TRILOBITES FROM THE PARK SHALE OF
M
ONTANA AND YELLOW
STONE NATIONAL PARK
INTRODUCTION
T«q
l type Cambriea Tonnations and sections in Central Montana
and Yellowstone National Park were revised
1342) in 1956#

Deiss (1936, p. 1267—

Deiss remeasnred a ll the sections, collected and

soned fossils in them and emended the d efinitions of the formations#
The Park shale, now considered the youngest Middle Cambrian formation
in the area, was demonstrated to lie between the Meagher (Middle Cam
brian) and Pilgrim (Upper Cambrian) limestones in a ll the sections in
the area#

The trilo b ites collected from the Park shale were studied

by the writer during 1938 and 1939.

The results of the study are

given in this thesis which contains descriptions and illustrations of
10 new genera and 40 new species#
ÂCKN0W
LEDGS2ENTS
The writer gratefully acknowledges his indebtedness to Professor
Charles Deiss for direction, encouragement, and criticism throughout
the course of study; for the fossil collections placed at the writer* s
disposal; and for permission to reproduce his geographic map of Montana
and Yellowstone National Park.
Thanks are extended to Professor W
« P. Clark for his help with
Latin and Greek root words and for checking the new generic and
specific names#
To Mr# DonsLld Duncan of Princeton University the writer wishes

to express his eppreoiatlon for valuable suggestions up<m material
sent him for examination.
HISTORICAL SraaSARY
The history of the previous eork on Cambrian formations and
at rat igraphy of Central Montana and Yellowstone National Park has
been recently summarised by Deiss, (1996, p. 1261-1268)*

C<mse-

qusntly to repeat a complete historical summary of the Cambrian Is
unnecessary.
Peale (1890, p. 151) working in the Three Forks Area, was the
f i r s t to divide the rocks of this system into formations.

He assigned

a ll the Cambrian rocks to the Gallatin sandstones and overlying
Gallatin limestones.

A year la te r Peale (Walcott 1891, p. 524-325)

divided the Gallatin sandstones Into two msrabers and the Gallatin
lisMStones Into five mmnbers.

He gave the name Obolella shales to

rocks known today as Park shale, and considered them as a member of
the Gallatin limestone.
In 1693 Peale revised his earlier nomenclature and changed the
name of the Gallatin sandstones to the Flathead formation and Gallatin
limestones to Gallatin formation.

In so doing Peale (1893, p. 14)

said:
" The following system of aomenclature for the Paleo
zoic section was detenained upon for the contiguous sheets
In Montana, after consultation with Mr. Arnold Hague* s
division."
The Obolella shale was retained as a member name and was assigned
to the Gallatin formation.

Peale (1893, p. 25) discussed the Obolella
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mh&le# mm follow#%
"For m spaoo of 260 foot abovo the trllo b ito limo•tonoo the outoropo are very oboeuro In moat plaooa, owing
to the aoft oharaotor of the ahaloa* whoao oroalon haa
cauaod the fonoatlon of doop ravinoa parallel to the strike
of the beds* Suoh expoaurea as have been seen, howerer#
leave no doubt that the entire space la occupied by ahaly
beda^ which are mostly ealcareoua* There are a few thin
beds of limestone and several calcareous sandy beds with
micaceous surfaces in the central portion of the outcrops*
The lower beds are covered from the breaking down of the
shales above# and the upper beds are concealed by the
yellowish debris washed down from the overlying limestones*
Very fine# rather dark greenish shales prevail in the lower
part# while the upper beds are very much lighter in color*
The only organic remains found were from the middle of the
series# and they consist solely of undetermined species of
Obolella# from which the shales have been provisionally
named l3ïis Obolella shales*"
In 1899 Iddings and Weed (1894# p* 2) worked in the Livingston
quadrangle# and thought that the Gallatin formation of Peale in«
eluded both I^per and Middle Cambrian rocks*

Consequently they

shifted the Obolella shales (correctly) to the Flathead formation.
In 1896 Peale (1896# p* 2) repeated his description of the
Cambrian rooks in the Three Forks area (Peale# 1895# p* 20-25)*
However# in his columnar section he followed Iddings and Weed in
drawing the line between the Flathead and Gallatin formations at
the top of the Obolella shales*

Peale (1896# p. 2) r«narked as

follows concerning the Obolella shalest
"Following the trilo b ite limestones# the Obolella
shales occupy a space of about 280 feet* The outcrops
are very obscure# owing to the soft character of the
calcareous and sandy beds# the erosion of which has
formed deep ravines parallel to the strike of the beds*
An undetermined species of Obolella is the only fossil
recognised as coming from this horisen*"

In the sam year Weed and Pirreon (1896* p# 34*37} divided
the Cambrian strata in the Castle Ifiountalns into two formationst
Flathead and Gallatin* and again dree the boundary above the
Obolella shale#
In 1899 Weed assigned a ll the Cambrian rooks of the Port
Benton quadrangle to one formation* the Barker#

In doing so

Weed (1899a* p# 2) said: **###they could not be mapped separately
on the scale of these sheets#"

He divided the Barker into seven

members named from the base upward (1) Flathead sandstone* (2) Wolsey
shale* ( 3) Meagher limestone* (4) Park shale* ( 5) Pilgrim limestone*
(6) Dry Creek shale and* (7) Togo limestone#

Weed ( 1899a*p#2)

eommented on the Park shale by sayings
"•••Meagher limestones* 110 feet thick* (are) over
lain by several hundred feet of Park shales and limest<me
conglom&erates• Above this Is 140 feet of the massively
bedded Pilgrim limestone* • •"
Xn the same year Weed (1899b* p# 2) applied the nomenclature
of the Cambrian rocks in the Fort Benton area to those in the L ittle
Belt Mountains* and discussed the Park shale in the L ittle Belt
Mountains area as follows i
"The overlying Park shale Is a very thin-bedded* soft*
and crumbly rock* often containing glistening grains of
mica* which is mostly greenish gray in color* but also
shows various shades of red and purple#"
A year la te r Weed (1900* p# 284) described the Park shale as
a formation and correlated I t with the Obolella shales in the Three
Forks* Livingston* and Port Benton quadrangles•
the Park shale Is (Weed* 1900* p# 286)*

His definition of
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* Bark shale
The greater part of the Cambrian rooks
seen in titie momitaln area probably belong to this formation*
The lower strata are gray or greenish micaceous shales*
Higher in the section these contain intercalated thin layers
of limestones, which are impure end often consist of fla t
limestone pebbles— a true intrafomational conglomerate*
These beds are well exposed in the road cuttings at the
head of Sheep Creek, in the walleye of Dry Wolf, Pilgrim,
and Tenderfoot creeks, and near Barker* Their thickness
is estimated at 800 feet***
During the following thirteen years no work was done on the
Park shale*

In 191S Knopf (1913, p* 89-91), In a report on the ore

deposits of the Helena mining d is tr ic t, quoted an unpublished manu
script of Weed’s (Knopf, 1913, p* 90-91) in which the Park shale
was again assigned to the Kiddle Cambrian and was described as
follows*
*
*Park shale*— The Park shale c<msists of earthy and
micaceous dark-gray to greati or purple shales* The rooks
are not well indurated and crumble readily, so that very few
good exposures are seen. A partial section is exposed in
the quarry near the upper part of the city of Helena, and
shows the formation to contain lavmider or pinkish beds,
grading through green shales to a grayish earthy shale
carrying an abundance of small fossil shells, identified
as Obolella* The upper portion contains limestMie leases
in a jaspsry shale, which grades downward into a dense
chert y rook resembling homstone* This shale has an e sti
mated thickness of 160 feet* It forms the f la t bench on the
sunmit of Mount Helena, between the apex and the northern
c liffs , and covers the ridge followed by the trail***
Three years la te r Walcott (1916, p* 271) measured a Cambrian
section on the north side of Beaver Creek in the Big Belt Mountains,
He noted the presence of the Park formation in that vicinity and
described i t as *
*green and purple argillaceous shale,** 290 feet
thick*
In 1916 Haynes (1916, p. 276-278) measured a section of the
Cambrian rocks northeast of Logan, Montana, (Three Porks area)*
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B# plao«d the Fiurk ahal# in the lfi.ddl« Cambrian and in Paale*a old
Gallatin fondation.
From 19X6 to 1956 no lnq;>ortant work waa published oonoerning
the Park shale*

In 1956 Deiss (1956, p# 1269*1525} remeasured the

Piurk shale in Central Montana and Yellowstone Pazk, collected and
soned fossils in i t and gave graphic comparisons of the original
and emended sections*

Deiss corrected the error which appeared in

an unpublished manuscript of Calvert* s quoted by Walcott (1916,
p* 274*275) and also in a la te r work by Reeves (1951, p* 137, 145)*
Calvert, in describing the Cand>rian section a t the head of Swimming
Woman Creek in the Big Snowy Mountains Included in the Wolsey shale
beds which are equivalent to the Park*
In his definition of the Park shale Weed (1900, p* 284) made
several erroneous statements and failed to definitely assign a type
locality*

Because of these facts Deiss (1936, p* 1283*1284; 1532-1353)

emended the definition of the Park shale and assigned the Dry Wolf
Creek section as the type locality*

The emended definition of the

Park shale is:
" Baended definition*— The Park shale, tentatively considered the yoimgest itlddle Cambrian formation in the area,
lies between the Meagher and the Pilgrim limestones in central
and southern Montana, and in Yellowstone National Park* The
greatest thioloiess of the formation (unfortunately, only an
estimate} is 530 feet, on Keegan Butte in the L ittle Belt
Mountains, and the least thickness is 120 feet, on Crowfoot
Ridge in Yellowstone Park* Although the average thickness
of the Park shale is approximately 200 feet, the foxmation
is thixmer than 170 feet in five of the eight sections in
which i t is exposed*
The most striking characteristic of the Park shale is
the uniformly f is s ile , slightly micaceous shale of which the
formation is composed. The shale is dominantly green-gray.
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extremely fieaile^ nearly imfoeeillferoue ^ and slightly
nleaoeous* Thinner sones of shales, usually in the losrer*
middle part of the formation, are chocolate-brorsn to darkBiaroon* Thin-bedded, gray, crystalline, micaceous limestones,
and occasionally thin-bedded, brown-weathering, micaceous
sandstones are irregularly intercalated with the shales#
In some of the sections, notably on Crowfoot Bidge, and on
Dry Volf Creek, crystalline limestone lenses, 10 to 24 inches
in diameter and 1 to 5 inches in thickness, are intercalated
with the shales in the middle and upper parts of the forma
tion# These lenses are usually rich in trilo b ite fragpaents
and brachiopods# The color, f is a ility , and oŒmposition of
the shale, the thin-bedded intercalated limestones, and par
ticularly the presence of the fossiliferous limestone lenses,
cause the Pazic shaile to resemble closely the Wolsey# However,
the stratigraphie position, and particularly the strikingly
different faunas, readily distinguish the two formations#
The type section of the Bark shale is on the north side of
Dry Wolf Creek, on the eastern side of the L ittle Belt
Mountains #**
The writer has not worked on the Park shale in the field , but
has thoroughly studied the trilo b ites which Deiss collected from the
Bark shale#

These collections were made from three localities given

according to their geographic position from north to south, (1) Dry
Wolf Creek in the L ittle Belt Mountains, (2) Nixon Gulch in the
Bridger Range of the Three Pozts area, and (@) Crowfoot Ridge in
the Madison Range of Yellowstone National Park (Fig# 1}#

The

results of this study are given in the following pages#
FOSSIL LOCALITIES
The fossil localities listed below are the same as those given
by Deiss (1956, p# 1279, 1511, 1516)#
Loo# 58-1#

Rze spur east of the eastezn small unnamed creek which

heads on Big Baldy Mountain and northof Dry Wolf Creek,
Basin county, see# 14, T# 14 N#, R# 9 £#

Judith

Park shale, 67 to 124

feet below base of overlying Pilgrim limestone#
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Lœ# 46*1 •

Oa, both sides o f Nixon Ouieh* Gall et in county* sees. 14*

22* 29* 27* end 28* T.2 N.* H. 9 K.

Baric shale* 12 to 90 feet

above base.
Loe. 49 4.

Southem end of Gsillatin Range in the northwestern oomer

of Yellowstone National Park* 8 to 9 miles south of the Mcmtana*
Nyes&ing boundary.

Bark shale* 1 to 96 feet above base.
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MAP OF AREA SHOWING LOCATION OF SECTIONS

Numerals indicate location of stratigraphie sections:
(l) Belt Creek,
Keegan Butte,
(3) Dry Wolf Creek,
(4) Yogo Gulch,
(5) Checkerboard Creek,
Half Moon Pass,
(7) Beaver Creek,
(8) Grizzly-0ro Fino Gulch,
(9) Nixon Gi
and (lO) Crowfoot Ridge*
The three underlined numerals (^, _9, 10) indicate the sections from whi
the trilobites described in this paper were obtained*
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CQRRELàtlQS OF THE PARK SM L E
XjDCAL CORREIATIOK8
In 1936 D#l## tentatively correlated the shale above the Meagher
limestone# in Central Montana and Tellowstone National Park with the
Park shale of the L ittle Belt Mo%mtains # His c rite ria for doing so
were (Deiss 1956, p. 1339)*
* (l) the stratigraphie position of the shale, beneath
the Pilgrim and above the Meagher limestones; (2) the tmiform
eompoeition and thickness of the shale; and (S) s t ^ r f i c i a l
comparison of the fossils."
A studÿ of the trilo b ite c o lle c tif s from Crowfoot Bidge and
Dry Wolf Creek now reveals that the Park shale in these areas can
be closely correlated as both collections contain Parasolenoplenrella,
Keoplaguriell a, Deissella, Meteoropolos, and Beltla .

The shale called

Park In the Three Porks sirea contains a different fatma than the Park
shale <m Crowfoot Ridge and Dry Wolf Creek and can not be correlated
open evideaoe from the trilo b ites.

Consequently the " Park* shale in

the Three Porks arm cam only be correlated with the Park shale in
Crowfoot Bidge and Wolf Creek opon it s stratigraphie relations.
BEGIOBAL CORRELATIONS
Examination of the literature failed to chow any trilo b ites
which could be identified with those from the Park shale other than
Deissella and Olenoldesl •

The Park shale in Crowfoot Ridge and Dry

Wolf Creek is tentatively believed to be of the same age as the St.
Albans fonoation of Vermont because Deissella, a Middle-Upper Cambrian
transitional genus described by Howell and Duncan (1939, p. 7), occurs
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in each of theoe lo ca litie s.
CGKCLUSIONS
The evidence obtained from the study of the Park shale trilo b ites
now seems to substantiate the following conclusionss
The Park shale is Late Middle Cambrian in age.

All the genera

described in the following pages are new except Deissella and Olenoidee?
and are more closely related to Middle than to Upper Cambrian forms.
The fauna which occurs in the Three Forks area at the base of
the Park shale appesurs to be older than the fauna In Dry Wolf Creek
and on Crowfoot Ridge.

This older fauna contains several poorly

preserved **Agnostidef* sttperfioially resembling those from the Pentagon
shale of northwestern Ifontana and the Marjum limestone of Utah, several
*
*glyphaspidT ta ils similar to those in the Steamboat limestone of
northwestern Montana (Deiss 1959, p. 94) and Olenoides?.

The other

genera in the fauna are unlike any previously published.
The trilo b ites from Dry Wolf Creek and Crowfoot Ridge belong to
the same or similar genera, and are considered younger than those
from Kixon Gulch, because some of the trilo b ites closely resemble
genera in the basal Upper Cambrian (Dresbach), and others resemble
those in the youngest Middle Cambrian faunules.
The Bark fauna from Crowfoot Ridge and Dry Wolf Creek is con
sidered in part equivalent to the Centropleura venaontens is fauna
of Vermcait described by Howell (1937, p. 1147-1210)#
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DESCRIPTION OF GENERA AND SPECIES
Qmïvm ACANTH0P0U)8, n* gen.
DIAGNOSIS* Cranldlm S mm* to 4 ima* In length.

Pooini gnturee

eubpamllol in front of oyoe; dlrootod obliquely baolnrard behind
eye# forming broad poetero-lateral limbs.
Glabella abnonnally high^ strongly convex; long^ broad* s&oderately
tapered I anterior end broadly rounded.
in two pairs.

Glabellar furrows oblique*

Occipital furrow deep* broad.

Oooipltal ring extended

into strcmg elevated spine.
Brim consists of well developed rim; deep broad marginal furrow
snd poorly defined preglabellar area.

Rim sharply elevated; unifoim

in width.
Fixed cheeks broad; laterally depressed.

Dorsal furrow broad*

shallow; confluent with marginal furrow in front of glabella.
lobes not observable on specimen studied.

Eye

Eye ridges fain t.

Thorax and pygidium unknown.
REMARKSt

Acanthopolus* n. gen. differs frcmi Deissella (Howell

and Duncan* 1939* p. 7) in possessing an abnoxmally high glabella*
laterally depressed fixed cheeks* a broad shallow dorsal furrow*
and a broad deep occipital furrow.
GENOTYPES Acanthopolus primus* n. gen. and n. sp.
NAlfEs
spined axis.

Greek*w4*/i»4 * spine*

* axis* referring to the
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Aemthopolua priaiue» n# #p*
Plata 1, fig*. 1, 2.
DESCRIPTIONS

Tha ganario âeaorlption glvea tha eseantial

oharaotarlatiaa of tha apaolaa.
NAM
E#

Latin, prlmua, f l r a t , rafarrlng to this species as the

typa of tha gaaua.
OCCURRlKCEt

Park shale (38«*l) Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Mountains.
HOLDTYPE 94^ PARATYPE 76, Montana State %
M
1varsity.
Genus ATOFORHIS, n. gen.
DIAGNOSISs
pygidium.

Dasorlption taken from a fragmentary oranldium and

Cranldlum strongly eonvaac.

Faolal sutures not preserved;

probably diverge in front of eyes, probably directed laterally back
of eyas forming short postaro-lateral limbs.
CQLabella strongly convex, tapered, smooth; anterior end acutely
rounded.

Occipital ring narrow, widened medially, well defined by

deep broad furrow.
Brim narrow.

Him convex, elevated, narrow; curved postero-

lorly in front of glabella.

Marginal furrow broad, deep.

Pre-

glaballar area f l a t , depressed.
Fixed cheeks convex, depressed laterally; half width of glabella
between eyes.
lobes small.

Dorsal furrow deep, rounded in cross section.

2ÿe

Eye lines absent.

pygidium convex.

Axis long, wide, broadly rounded posteriorly,

subeylindrioal, elevated above pleural lobes; only anterior furrow
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elemurly defined.

Dorsal furrows faint anteriorly^ absent posteriorly.

Pleural lobe flat# exhibits only faint anterior pleural furrow*
Border poorly defined# steeply inclined.

Marginal spines short# flat#

sharp# depressed I five on each pleural lobe.
GENOTYPE* Atoporhls primus# a. gen. and n. sp.
NAM
E*

6reek#^rojr«» # queer# /v f # nose# referring to the queer

rim.
Atoporhls primus# n. sp.
Plate 1# fig s. 3# 4.
DESCRIPTION*

The generis description gives the essential charac

te ristic s of the species.
NAM
E*

latin# primus# first# referring to this species as the

type of the genus.
OCCURRENCE*

Park shale# (46-1} Nixon Gulch# Three Forks area.

HOLDTYPE 42# PARATYPE 33# M%itana State Ikiiversity.
Genus BELTIA# n. gen.
DIAGNOSIS*

Granidia convex# 5 mm. to lb mm. in length.

sutures diverge in front of eyes.

Facial

Posterior portions directed laterally

snd slightly posteriorly forming broad# short# postero-lateral limbs.
Glabella moderate in length# broad# depressed# subparallel sided
to moderately tapered; anterior end broadly to acutely rounded.
Glabellar furrows generally absent# position frequently indicated
by extremely faint eblor markings.

Occipital ring uniform in width#

well defined by narrow occipital furrow.
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Brim ome-thlrd or lorn# length of oranldium*

Rim aubequal in

width to or narrower than praglabellar aroa^ more or leas convex^
uniform in widths either gently elevated to depressed*
area moderately to strongly eonvex*

Preglabellar

Marginal furrow well defined^

slightly to strongly ourved} in seme species exhibits shallow elon
gate depressions opposite aatero-lateral angles of glabella*
Fixed oheeke ap^oximately half width of glabella opposite eyes#
laterally depressed or slightly elevated# convex or flat*
furrow strong# angular to rounded in cross section*

Dorsal

Eye lobes

slightly curved# of mediim sise# located just in front of middle of
glabella*

Eye lines fain t or absmit*

lygidia strongly ccmvex# transversely elliptical# 6 mm* to 9 mm*
in length*

Axis moderately tiered # subeylindrioal# high*

strong axial furrows and faint posterior furrow present*
furrow strong anteriorly# faint posteriorly*

Three
Dorsal

Pleural lobe f la t to

strongly convex# exhibits four narrow well defined pleural furrows
extending to border*

Border narrow# unifozm in width# moderately

defined * Faint pair spines on anterior segment may be present*
GENOTYPE1
NAM
E:

Beltia typica# n* gen* and n* sp*

This genus is named for its occurrwce in the L ittle

Belt Mountains*
Beltia oonvergens# n* sp*
Plate 1# figs* 6# 6*
DESCRIPTION:
in cross section*

Cranidixss fla tly convex in longitudinal# f la t
Glabella moderately tapered# anterior end broadly
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roimded#

Gl&tollar furrow» ab»»nt.

Oooipltal ring narrow^ well

defined by a weak oooipltal furrow#
Rim subequal to or lea» than width of preglabellar area; slightly
convex* horlaontal#

Ffeglabellar area convex; depressed#

Marginal

furrow narrow* deep* slightly curved#
Fixed cheeks gently convex.

Dorsal furrow broad* strong# Eye

lines absent,
BTÜgARKSt

Beltia oonvergens* n# sp# differs from JB* n it Ida* n#

sp# in possessing a tapered glabella and a deeper dorsal furrow#
HAUEt

Latin* oonvergens* converge* referring to the convergence

of the dorsal furrows#
OCCURRENCE*

Park shale* (36—
1) Dry Wolf Creek* L ittle Belt

Mountains #
^LOTYl^ 128* PARA.TÏPE 136* Montana State University#
Beltia ocmvexa* n# sp#
Plate 1* fig# 7#
DESCRIPTIONt

Glabella faintly furrowed moderately tapered;

anterior end acutely rounded#

Brim wide#

Rim convex* horisontal*

TBiifoim in width* subequal in width to strongly convex preglabellar
area#

Marginal furrow broad* deep* ourves anteriorly in front of

glabella#
Fixed cheeks convex* laterally depressed#
strong#

Eye lobes amderate#

REM
ARKS*

Dorsal furrow broad*

Eye lines faint#

Beltia convexa* n# sp# differs from

eras sa* n# sp#

in possessing an acutely rounded glabella* a horisontal rim subequal

X _ _ _ _ ____________X
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In width to progl&bollor oroo and laterally dapraasod fl%ad chaekai
and from 2* plana# n# ap# in having an aoutaly roundad glabella# a
eonvax tnifozm rim aubaqual in width to praglaballar araa# and
latarally dapraaaad flxad obaaka*
NAM
E:

Latin# aonvaxa# eonVax# referring to tha atrongly eonvax

praglaballar araa.
OCCURRENCE:

Park abala (45—
4)# Crowfoot Eidga# Yellowatone

National Aurk.
HQLOTYFE 230# Montana State Tkiivaraity.
Beltia craaaa# n. ap.
Plata 1# figa. 8-10.
DESCRXPTICN:

CElaballa amooth to faintly furrowed# moderately

tapered I anterior and broadly roundad.
oonvax# horlaontal.

Brim wide.

Rim narrow#

Praglaballar araa wide# atrongly convex.

Mar

ginal furrow broad# deep# eurvea anteriorly in front of glabella.
Fixed ohoaka oonvax# horizontal.
rounded in oroaa aeat ion.

Boreal furrows strong#

Eye lobea not preserved.

£ÿa lines

fa in t.
Pleural lobe of pygidium evenly convex.

Post-axial ring

blends posteriorly with steeply inclined border.
REMARKS:

Beltia eraasa# n. sp. differs from

plana# n. ap.

to which i t appears moat closely related in possessing a narrow#
convex rim of unlfom width.
The pygidium differs from that of

discrepans# n. sp. In

that the posterior end of the axis merges with steeply inclined
border.

Z2

NAM
E#

or&mm#»* coar#e, referring to the coarse character

of the erwildlnm.
OCCURRENCE#

Psrk shale^ (38—
1) Dry Wolf Creek* L ittle Belt

Mountain# e
HQLOÏYPE 112* PARATYPES 145* 165* Montana State TMiverslty*
Beltia dieorepans* n. sp#
Plate 1* fig## 11-14.
DESCRIPTION# Glabella broad* subtriangular in transverse seotion*
moderately tapered# despressed anteriorly* anterior end acutely
rounded#

Glabellar furrows absent#

Rim slightly convex* gently

elevated* subequal in width to preglabellar area#

Marginal furrow

broad and deep on the lateral parts of brim* shallow in front of
glabella#

Preglabellar area convex#

Fixed cheeks convex* laterally depressed#
strong#

^ e lines light#

Dorsal furrow broad*

^ e lobes not preserved in specimens

studied#
Pleural lobe of pygidium evenly convex#
rounded* distinct#
REM
ARKS#

Post-axial ring acutely

Border well defined* moderately inclined#

Beltia discrepans* n# sp# differs from 2* nitida* n# sp#

in possessing a sioderately tapered glabella* convex laterally depressed
fixed cheeks* and a broad smrginal furrow deep on lateral portions of
brim and shallow in front of glabella# from ^# e<mvergens* n# sp# in
having an acutely rounded glabella* convex laterally depressed fixed
cheeks* and relatively shallower dorsal furrows# from B# rotunda* n,
sp. in having laterally depressed fixed cheeks* a rim subequal in
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'Width to preglabellar area, and relatively ahallover dorsal furrows;
from

drywDlfensis, n« sp# in having laterally depressed fixed

oheeks, a higher glabella and a more depressed brim; and from E
^#
typiea, n# sp# in having an elevated rim subequal in width to pre
glabellar area, laterally depressed fixed cheeks and a higher
glabella subtriangular in transverse section#
NAUEt

Latin, discrepans, referring to subtriangular transverse

section of the glabella*
OCCURRENCE*

Park shale (38—
1), Diy Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Mountains,
HDLOTYFE 122, PARATYPES 131, 146, 166, Montana State diversity#
Beltia drywolfensis, n# sp#
Plate 1, figs# 16, 16#
DESCRIPTIOHt

Cranidia average 10 mm# in length#

depressed, moderately tapered; anterior end rounded#

Glabella
Glabellar

furrows absent#
Rim less than width of preglabellar srea, convex, elevated#
Preglabellar area convex#

Marginal furrow wide, well defined, moderately

curved, exhibits a pair of elongate depressions opposite antero
lateral angles of glabella#
Fixed cheeks elevated, convex#

Dorsal furrow deep#

Eye lines

absent#
REMARKS;

Beltia drywolfensis, n# sp# differs from

n itid a,

n# sp# in possessing a wider brim, a broad moderately arched margined,
furrow, a convex elevated rim, a broad deep dorsal furrow, convex
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fixed eheeke and a tapered glabella; from

eonvergena^ n« ap* in

having a convex elevated rin^ broad moderately curved marginal furrow,
and convex fixed cheekai from B* rotunda^ n* ap* in having an elevated
fixed cheek and an elevated rim which la leaa than the width of pre
glabellar area*

^* drywolfenaia# n* ap* différa from a ll of the above

apeoiea in poaaeaaing a pair of ahallow elongate depreaaiona in the
marginal furrow*
KAMEt

The apeoiea ia named for ita occurrence in Dry Wolf

Creek*
OCCURRENCE:

Park ahale (38-1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Hountaina *
HQLOTTFE 129, PARATYPE 120, Montana State Uhiveraity*
Beltia n itid a, n* ap*
Plate 1, figa* 17, 18*
DESCRIPTIONt
oroaa aeotion*

Cranidia convex in longitudinal aaction; f la t in

Glabella aubparallel aided, alightly depreaaed, fla tly

convex; anterior end broadly rounded*

Glabellar funrowa indicated

by three paira of extremely faint color markinga*

Occipital ring

unifona in width, well defined by deep, narrow occipital furrow*
Brim one-fourth or leaa length of oranldium*

Rim aubequal

in width to preglabellar area, a lightly convex, horlaontal*
glabellar area moderately convex*

Pre

Marginal furrow narrow, of moderate

depth, alightly curved*
Fixed cheeka gently convex*
defined*

Doreal furrow moderate, well

Eye linea extrmaely faint*
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BKM
ARKSt

Beltim nllsida^ n* #p* la oomparad with

n* #p*, JB# rotunda, n# ap.,
n. ap.,
n. ap., and
NAM
E*

oonvergensj

drywolfenala, n* ap#, _B. typloa, n# ap«,

craaaa, n. ap.,

plana, n. ap., B. oonvexa,

profunda, n. ap. In romarka cm eaoh.
Latin, nitldua, trim, referring to the trim featurea of

the oranidium.
OCCXJBHMCEs

Park ahale (38*1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Uountaina.
HOLOTfPE 125, PARATYPE 126, Montana State Uniweraity.
Beltia plana, n. ap.
Plate 1, figa. 19, 20.
DESCRIPTICWt

Glabella faintly furrowed, moderately tapered;

anterior end broadly rounded.

Brim wide.

Rim two-thlrda to one-half

width of preglabellar area, widened medially, nearly f l a t , horizontal.
Preglabellar area atrongly convex.

Marginal furrow broad ahallow.

Fixed eheeka convex, horizontal.
in oroaa aaction.

Doraal furrowa atrong, rounded

£ÿe lobea not preserved.

Eye lines fa in t.

Pleural lobe of pygidiura f la t lateral to axis.

Border poorly

preserved, moderately inclined laterally, steeply inclined posteriorly.
Poat-axial ring high, d istin ct from border.
REM
ARKS*

The oranidium is compared with Beltia discrepans, n.

ap. in remarks under that species.

The pygidium differs from that

of 2* diacrepana in having f la t pleural lobea and a steeply inclined
posterior border; and from that of B. eras sa, n# ap* in having f la t
pleural lobea and high, poat-axial ring distinct from border.
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NAlfEs

Latin^ planm»^ f l a t , referring to the nearly f la t rim.

OCCURRENCE;

Park shale (36^1), Dry Wolf Greek, L ittle Belt

Mountains*
HOLOTYPB 115, PARATYPE 161, Montana State IMlverslty.
Beltia profunda, n* sp*
Plate 2, figs# 1, 2#
DESCRIPTIONt
acutely rounded*

Glabella smooth, moderately taperedj anterior end
Rim slightly convex, horisontal, uniform in width,

naurrower than strongly convex preglabellar area*

Marginal farrow

broad, deep, curves s l i ^ t l y outward in front of glabella#
Fixed cheeks convex, laterally depressed#
strong, deep, roimded in cross section#

Dorsal furrows

Eiye lobes moderate.

Eÿe

lines absent#
REMARKS;

Beltia profunda, n# sp# differs from 2* eras sa, n# sp#

in possessing an acutely rounded glabella, a slightly convex horison
ta l rim, a narrower preglabellar area, and no eye lines; from JB# plana,
n# sp# in having an acutely rounded glabella, deep marginal and dorsal
furrows, no eye lines, and a narrower slightly convex uniform rim;
and from B# convexa, n# sp* in having a more strongly tapered and
acutely rounded glabella, deeper dorsal furrows, horisontal fixed
cheeks, and no eye lines*
NAME;

Latin, profundus, deep, referring to deep dorsal furrows#

OCCURRENCE;

Park shale. (58-1 ), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Mountains*
BCLOTTPE 121, PARATYPE 125# Montana State Tkiiversity.
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Beltia rotimda, n. sp*
Plate Z, fig#* 5» 4*
DESCRIPTIONI

Glabella tapered, enterior end aoûtely rounded,

canvex, depressed*

Glabellar furrows absent*

Rim convex, slightly depressed, subequal to preglabellar area*
Preglabellar area convex*

Marginal furrow wide, strong, rounded in

cross section, slightly curved*
Fixed cheeks convex, horisontal*
in cross section*

Dorsal furrow strong, rounded

l^e lobes not preserved in speciinen studied*

Eye

Xines faint*
REM
ARKS*

Beltia rotunda, n* sp* differs from

n itida, n* sp*

in possessing a relatively wider oranidium, stronger rounded marginal
and dorsal furrows, a tapered acutely rounded glabella, convex hori
sontal fixed cheeks, and a depressed rimi and from ^* convergene, n*
sp* in having an acutely rounded glabella, a strong broad marginal
furrow, convex horizontal fixed cheeks, and a depressed rim*
NAM
E*

Latin, rotundus, round, referring to the rounded siarginal

and dorsal furrows*
OCCURRENCE*

Park shale (S8—
1), Dry Wolf Cre^, L ittle Belt

Itountains*
HOLOTYPE 124, PARATYPE 130, Montana State University*
Beltia typica, n* sp*
Plate 2, Figs* S-7.
DESCRIPTION*

Glabella slightly convex, moderately tapered,

anterior end rounded*

Glabellar furrows absent*

Occipital ring well
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d e f in e d by narrow o o e i p i t a l fturrow#
Rim narrow^ convex, horisontal or slightly depressed*
glabellar area s l l ^ t l y convex*

Marginal furrow broad, well defined.

Fixed cheeks convex, horisontal.

Dorsal furrows strong. E^e

lobes not preserved in specimens studies.
lygidiun five-ninths long as wide.
ventrally with border.

Are-

Eye lines absent.
Post-axial ring merges dor so-

Pleural lobe evenly convex.

Border faint,

steeply Inclined posteriorly, extended antero-laterally into short
posteriorly directed spine.
REM
APKSt

Beltia typica, n. sp. differs from

n itida, n. sp.

«ad 2* ooovergens, n. sp. in possessing a wider brim, convex fixed
cheeks, a narrow moderately convex rim, and a strongly curved marginal
furrow; from B. nitida, n. sp. in having a moderately tapered glabella;
from B. rotmda, n. sp. in having a wider brim, and a narrow rim; and
from B. drywolfensis, n. sp. in having horisontal fixed cheeks, a
narrow rim, and wider brim.
The pygidium of Beltia typica, n . sp. differs from that of a ll
other species in possessing a pair of faint marginal spines on an
te rio r segments of pleural lobes.
NAM
E;

Latin, typieus, typical, referring to this species as

the type of the genus.
OCCURRENCE;

Park shale (38—
1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Mountains, and (45—
4), Crowfoot Ridge, Yellowstone National Park.
HOLOTYPE 182, PARATYPE 144, HYPOTYPB 206, Montana State
Qaiversity#
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G«nu« CAlfiPTLOLKUS^ n* gen*
DIAGNOSISt

Oranidium strongly convex*

Facial sutures diverging

in front of eyes* directed la te rally and slightly posteriorly back
of ^ e s forming short, narrow postero-lateral limbs*

Postero-mxarginsil

furrow narrow, deep*
Glabella long, broad, strongly to moderately convex, tapered;
anterior end broadly or acutely rounded*

Occipital ring depressed,

f la t, widened medially, well defined by deep, narrow occipital furrow*
Brim one-^fourth or less length of craniditmi*

Rim convex, depressed,

subequal in width to or wider than preglabellar area; widened medially
by posterior curvature of marginal furrow in front of glabella*
glabellar area flat*

Pre—

Marginal furrow narrow, strong*

Fixed cheeks half width of glabella opposite eyes; depressed
latersLlly*

Dorsal furrow, narrow, strong,

opposite middle third of glabella*

Bÿ^e lobes small, located

^ e lines absw t*

lygidium transversely elongate; strongly convex*

Axis sub-

parallel sided, long, one-third width of pygidium, exhibits three
shallow furrows *

Posterior end of axis high, distinct from border*

Dorsal furrow strong anteriorly, obsolete posteriorly*
Pleural lobe strongly convex, marked by two or three faint pleural
fUxTows extended to lateral edge*

Border steeply inclined, blends

into pleural lobes*
REMARKSt

Campylolkus, n* gen* differs from Blountia (Walcott,

1916, p* 396} in possessing short narrow postero-lateral limbs, a
medially widened rim, a siarginal furrow which curves posteriorly in
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rx*OEit of glabella and no ay# linos*
OEKOTYFEt

Campylolkiis typious, n* gen* and n# sp*

KAlŒt

^ o n r v o d , # furrow^ referring to the

ourrrod marginal fuxrow*
Caigpylolkna discrepans, n* sp*
Plate 2, fig* 8*
DE8CRIPTICN* Glabella strongly convex, tapered; anterior end
acutely rounded*
REMARKSt

Rim subequal In width to preglabellar area*

Campylolktts discrepans, n* sp* differs from 2* typieus,

n* sp* in possessing a more strongly tapered acutely rounded glabella
and a wider preglabellar area*
RAM
Eg

Latin, discrepans, different *

OCCURRED?CEg

Park shale (46-1), Nixon Gulch, Three Forks area*

ffîK»OTTFE 41, Montana State University*
Campylolkus elongatue, n* sp*
Plate 2, fig* 9*
DESCRIPTICKg
acutely rounded*
REMARKSt

Glabella moderately convex, tapered, anterior end
Rim wider than preglabellar area*

Campylolkus elcngatus, n* sp* differs from ^* typieus,

n* sp* in possessing a moderately convex tapered acutely rounded
^ ab ella and a narrower preglabellar area; and from C» discrepans,
n* sp* in having a moderately convex glabella and a narrow pre gla
bellar area*
NAM
Ei

Latin, elcngatus, elongated, referring to the long glabella,
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OCCURRENCE:

Bark #hal# (46-1), Nixon Guloh, Three Porks area*

H01X)TYPE 48, Ifiontaxia State Chiverslty*
Campylolkus typieus, n« sp*
Plate 2, figs. 10, 11*
DESCRIPTION:

Glabella strongly eonvex, very slightly tapered|

anterior end broadly rounded*
area*

Rim subequal in width to preglabellar

The description of the pygidium assigied to this species is

given in the generic description*
REMARKS:

Campylolkus typieus, n* gen* and n* sp* is compared

with C. discrepans, n* sp* and C* elongatus, n* sp* in remarks on
each.
NAM
E:

Latin, typieus, typical, referring to the species as

the type of the genus*
OCCURRENCE:

Park shale (46-1), Nixon Gulch, Three Forks area*

HQl^OTYPE 52, PARATYPE 16, Montana State Ihiiversity*
Genus COELORHIS, n* gen*
DIAŒOSIS:

Cranidium broad, fla t) may be depressed anteriorly*

Facial sutures diverge abnormally in front of eyes; directed laterally
back of eyes fousing short, extremely narrow postero-lateral limbs.
Glabella half to two-thirds length of oranidium; broadly rounded*
Occipital ring narrow; faintly defined by narrow, shallow occipital
furrow*
Brim wide.

Rim f l a t , uniform in width, gently elevated, subequal

in width to preglabellar area*

Marginal furrow broad, poorly defined.
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rounded in erosc

Preglabellar area depressed^ moderately

convex*
Fixed cheeks flat^ half width of glabella*
shallow*

^ e lobes faint*

lye lines absent*

Dorsal furrow
Eyes large^ located

opposite posterior part of glabella*
Associated pygidium semicircular in outline, flat#

Axis narrow,

short, ss&coth, subparallel sided, fla tly convex; posterior end
rounded * Dorsal furrow absent*
Pleural lobe f l a t , smooth, unfurrowed*

Border narrow, uniform

in width, blends almost imperceptibly into pleural lobes*
REM
ARKSs

See remarks under Psrkia, n. gen*

GENOTYPEI
NAM
E#

Coelorhis typieus, n* gen. and n. sp*

Qr^éiL,

À^

, concave,

f nose, referring to the con

cave brim*
Coelorhis typieus, n* sp*
Plate 2, figs* 12, IS*
DESCRIPTION#

The generic description gives the essential charac*

te ris tie s of the species*
NAM
E#

Imtin, typieus, typical, referring to the species as the

type of the genus*
OCCURRENCE#

Park shale (46-1), Nixon Gulch, Three Forks area*

HOLOTYPE 64, PARATYPE S4, Montana State Ubiversity*
Genus DEISSELLA Howell and Duncan, 19S9*
Deissella Howell and Duncan, 1939, Wagner Free Inst* Soi*, Bull*,
voi* 14, no* 1, p* 7*
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ORIGINAL DESCHIPTlCIi t ^ CrmnlAXxm w ld # a t b aae#
tap#r#d rapidly anteriorly* Glabella approxizmtely teo»
thirds the length o f the oranldlvm^ narrow^ owloal#
truneate In front* strongly eonrex* Two distinct glabellar
furrow* directed backsard at an angle of mqpproxlmately
46^* are distinguishable on the inner surface of the test*
Occipital furrow narrow end deep laterally* broader and
shsullower medially* Occipital ring broad* eonrex* unspined
In adult forms* Dorsal furrow Tcxy deep laterally* distinct
but much shallower In front of glabella* Brim oonoare*
divided into a convex* strongly uptumed rim and a slightly
convex preglabellar area by a broad* deep transverse furrows
whole brim bent steeply downward a t sides* Free cheeks
very wide* convex* highly elevated above dorsal furrow* so
that the eyes are about level with the top of the glabella.
Eyes of aiedltm sises ocular ridge well developed* directed
laterally from antero-lateral angle of the dorsal furrow*
curved posteriorly and downward a t the d istal ends* marked
h y distinct* broad furrow* Facial sutures ccmverge rapidly
in front of the eyes* probably outlining the rather straight
anterior edge of the cranidium* Surface of cranidiisa smooth*
**Associated free cheek of medim sise* comparatively
flat* with highly elevated ocular platform. Border narrow*
Genal spine directed diagonally outward*
* IP^gldlum moderately convex* ovate in outline* Axis
less than one*third total width of pygidium* moderately
convex and elevated above pleural lobes* extended almost
to posterior edge of pygidium* divided Into six segments*
Fleurai lobes relatively flat* marked by five furrows*
Border narrow* Surface of pygidium smooth.
**GElfOTYFEi Ftyohoparlat conve» Rowell* Geol* Soo*
America Bull.* vol. 46* pp. ilë^-llë&* pi* 6* fig s. 3-6,

12*
**R£ltlAHKSt Deissella is similar to ^steropleura Rstyieond*
1957* in many respects* the glabella of^ üeiasêill^ia* how
ever* proportionately larger* the eyes are larger* and the
preglabellar area is slightly convex* wheras that of gysteropleura appears to be concave. Deissella also Wars some
resstoElanoe to Bolaspis and AerocepWl ops* but differs from
these genera in^sevemi features of the oxenid ium which need
not be discussed here* Relationships with a l l three of
these genera are* however* suggested by the characters which
the genus has in common with them.**
All species of Deismlla from the Park shale differ from the
genotype in that the occipital ring is extended into an elevated*
long* tigered* spine*
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Dela##ll#i crowfoabqnel»^ n« #p.
Plmt# 2* flga* 14# 15.
DBSCRIPTlClft

Glabella atrongly oonvex# long# moderately tapered#

anterior end truncate.
Brim narrow#
elevated*
tic a l.

Glabellar furrowa oblique in tm> paira.

Preglabellar area concave.

Doraal furrow broad# deep#

Fixed cheeka atrongly

Bye lobea small# nearly ver

^ e linea absent.

REM
ARKS*

Deissella crowfootenaia # n# ap. differs from D# typica#

n. ap. in poaaeaaing a concave preglabellar area# a narrower brim#
and a leas tapered glabella; from D# elongate# n# ap# in having
glabellar furrows# a wide moderately tapered truncate glabella# and
broad deep doraal furrows; from jD# drywolfenaia# n# ap# in having
a wide Bioderately tapered truncate glabella# broad deep doraal fur
rows# a narrow brim# and atrongly elevated fixed cheeks; and from
D# magna# n . ap# in having a long truncate glabella# a narrow brim
and no eye lines.
NAME;

This species ia named for its occurrence in Crowfoot

Ridge# Tel lowstone National Park.
OCCURRENCE;

Psurk shale (43-4)# Crowfoot Ridge; Yellowstone

National Park*
HOI/)TYPE 196# PARATYPE 194# Montana State University#
Deissella drywolfenaia# n, ap#
Plate 2# figa. 16# 17.
DESCRIPTION;

Glabella convex# long# narrow# tapered# anterior

end acutely rounded.

Glabellar furrows oblique in t v o paira.
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Brim narrow»

Pra^aballar area narrow^ concave*

moderately elevated »
in specimens studied,
REM
ARKSt

Dorsal furrows narrow,

Fixed cheeks

îÿe lobes not preserved

Eÿe ridges absent,

Deissella drywolfensis, n, sp, differs from 2» typica,

n, sp, in possessing a long narrow rounded glabella, a narrow brim,
and a narrow concave preglabellar area; and from

elongate, n, sp,

in having a tapered glabella, two pairs of oblique glabellar furrows,
and moderately elevated fixed cheeks,
NAM
Ei

The species is named for its occurrence in Dry Wolf

Creek, L ittle Belt Mountains,
OCCURRENCES

Park shale (30«<l), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Mountfldns*
K)LOTYPE 79, PARATYPE 97, Montana State m iversity,
Deissella elongata, n, sp.
Plate 2, fig , 18.
DESCRIFTICMs

Glabella long, narrow, subparallel sided, moderately

convex, anterior end rounded.
Brim narrow.
strongly elevated,

Glabellar furrows absent.

Preglabellar area narrow, concave.
Dorssd. furrows narrow.

Fixed cheeks

Eye ridges absent.

Eye

lobes not preserved in specimens studied.
REMARKS:

Deissella elongata, n. sp, differs from JD
* typica, n, sp,

in possessing a narrow preglabellar area, subparallel sided anteriorly
roimded narrow glabella, a narrow dorsal furrow, and a concave pre
glabellar area.
NAUEt

Latin, elcngatus, elongated, referring to the long narrow
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OCCORREKCE*

Park ehala (38-1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Mountains*
ÜGIUOTYFE 69, Montana State DalTerslty*
Delaaella magna, n. ap*
Plate 8, figa* 1, 2*
DESCRIPTICHs

Glabella abort, broad, moderately tapered,

strongly oonvex; anterior end broadly rounded*

Glabellar furrows

oblique in two pairs*
Brim wide*
elevated*

Preglabellar area concave*

Fixed cheeks strongly

Dorsal furrows broad, rounded in cross section*

lobes not preserved in specimens studied*

Eye

Eye lines moderate, per

pendicular to and located opposite anterior part of glabella*
REIÜLRKSt

Deissella magna, n* sp* differs from D* typica, n* sp*

in possessing eye lines, a short, strongly convex, broadly rounded
glabella, concave preglabellar area and broad rounded dorsal furrows;
from D* donga ta, n* sp* in having glabellar furrows, a strongly
convex moderately tapered g lab d la, eye lines, a wide brim, and broad
dorsal furrows; and from ^* drywolfenaia, n* sp* in having eye lines,
a wide strongly convex broadly rounded glabella, strongly elevated
fixed cheeks and wider dorsal furrows*
NAI&
Es

Latin, magnus, large, referring to the sise of the

glabella*
OCCURRENCE*
Mountains*

Park shale (58-1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt
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BOIOTTFE 89# PARATTI^ 111, Hoci'tana St&te TMivermity*
Delaaella typiea, n« ap.
Plate 3, figa. 5, 4.
DESCRIPTION s

O^abella broad, moderately tapered, c o n v e x , anterior

end truncate# poaaeaaea two paira of obliquely directed furrows*
Occipital furrow broad, shallow.
Brim wide.

Rim perpendicular to preglabellar area.

Preglabellar

area f l a t , wide.
Fixed eheeka atrongly elevated.
not preserved in specimens studied.
REMARKSt

Doraal furrows broad*
Eÿe ridges absent*

Deissella typica, n* sp* is compared with

n. ap., D* drywolfensis, n. sp.,

Eÿe lobea

elongata,

magna, n* sp*, and 2* crowfootenais,

n. ap. in remarks on each.
NAMBt

Latin, typieus, typical, referring to this species as

the typical species of the genus.
OCCURREt^CEi

Park shale (43-4), Crowfoot Ridge, Yellowstone

National Park.
HOLOTYPE 197, PARATYPE 176, Montana State University.
Genua M
ETEDROPOLUS, n. gen.
DIAGNOSISt

Cranidium strongly convex*

Facial sutures diverging

in front of eyes; extwid postero-laterally back of eyes*

Postero

lateral limbs broad, short; possess atrong, broad, (X)stero—
marginal
furrow.

Glabella long, conical, high; moderately tapered; forms one-

half width of cranidium opposite eyes; anterior end acutely rounded*
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Occipital ring well defined» tmlfona in width» narrow*

Occipital

furrow deep» narrow*
Brim wide*

Rim subequal in width to or narrower than preglabellar

&rea$ unifons in width; gently convex*

Preglabellar area nearly flat*

Marginal furrow strong» some species exhibit pair of shallow» elongate»
depressions in front of anterc-lateral angles of glabella; often
curved anteriorly in front of glabella*
Fixed cheeks one-half width of glabella opposite eye lobes; con
vex» elevated or laterally depressed*
Xto broadly rounded in cross section*

Dorsal furrow deep; narrowly
£ÿe lobes moderate» slightly

curved; located opposite middle one-third of glabella*

Eye lines

moderate*
Pygidium subelliptically convex» average 5 mm* in length» 10 ma*
in width*

Posterior border bilobed in some specimens*

Axis broad»

high» exhibits two strong furrows and a weak posterior furrow*
Dorsal furrows well defined anteriorly» frequently absent posteriorly*
Pleural lobe strongly convex to flat» marked by three or four
moderate furrows which extend to border*

Border narrow» unifona in

width» faintly to moderately defined» steeply inclined to flat*
GENOTYPE*
NAM
E*

Meteoropolus primus» n* gen. and n* sp*

Greek»/ f^r<^» elevated»

axis» referring to the

high glabella*
Meteoropolus anulatus» n* sp*
Plate 3» figs* 6» 6*
DESCRIPTIONI

Species known from pygidium only*

lygidiiaa
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broadly bilobed in posterior outline*
transversely elongate*
from edge*

Pleural lobe slightly convex,

Posterior part of* axis low, rounded, distinct

Border absent*

REM
ARKS*

Meteoropolus anulatus, n* sp* differs from M
* bllobatns,

n* sp* to sdiioh i t appears to be most closely realted in having f la t
slightly convex transversely elongate pleural lobes and a broadly
bilobed posterior border*
NAM
E*

Latin, anulus, ring, referring to the prominent axial

ring of the pygidium*
0CCURR£3ÜC£t

Park shale (43-4), Crowfoot Ridge, Yellowstone

Rational Park*
HOLOTYPE 172, PARATYPE 169, Montana State Ihiiversity*
Meteoropolus bilobatus, n* sp*
Plate 3, figs* 7, 8*
DESCRIPTION;

Species known from pygidium only,

lobed in posterior outline*

pygidium bi

Pleural lobes moderately convex*

Posterior end of axis low, broadly rounded, distinct from faint
border*
REM
ARKS*

The pygidium of Meteoropolus bilobatus, n* sp* differs

from that of other species in having the posterior edge acutely
bilobed*
NAM
E*

Latin, bilobus, two lobed, referring to the bilobed

appearance of the posterior edge of the pygidium*
OCCURRENCE*
Mountains*

Park shale (38—
1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt
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QOIX)TYPE 152^ PARATYPE 150, Montana State University*
Meteoropoln# erassus, n. sp*
Plate 3, figs* 9-11.
DESCRIPTlOÜI

Cranidium eonvex.

Oecipltal furrow broad, strong*

Rim slightly less than width of pre

glabellar area, strongly elevated*
Fixed cheeks de^œssed laterally*

Glabellar furrows absent*

£&irginal furrow narrow, deep*
Dorsal furrow strong, entire*

Eye lobes not preserved in specimens studied*
lygidium rounded In posterior outline*
dium slightly convex*

j^e lines strong*
Pleural lobes of pygi

Posterior end of socls moderately high, acutely

rounded, d istinct from faint slightly inclined border*
REM
ARKS*

Meteoropolus crassus, n* sp* differs from M
* primus,

n* sp*. in possessing a convex, strongly elevated rim, a convex pre
glabellar area, a deep narrow marginal furrow, and strong eye lines|
from M
* nitldus, n* sp* in having a strong elevated rim that is
narrower than preglabellar area, a deep marginal furrow, and a wide
dorssJ. furrow; from M
* latus, n* ap* in having a convex rizn, a deeper
marginal furrow, depressed fixed cheeks, and strong eye lines; and
from U* discrepans, n* sp* In having a strongly elevated rim, a deeper
marginal furrow, laterally depressed fixed che^s, and a dorsal furrow
of medium depth*
RAM
ES

Imtin, crassus, coarse, referring to the coarse character

of the cranidium*
OCCURRENCES
Rational Park*

Park shale (43-4), Crowfoot Ridge, Yellowstone
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BOLOTYPE 224, PARATYPES 147, 208, Montana Stata
Meteoropolua diaorepana, n« ap#
Plate 3, figa# 12-14#
DESCRIPTIONI

Cranidltim atrongly convex in longitudinal aeotion#

Glabellar Turrowa abaent# Occipital fbrrow well defined#
Brim nearly one—
third length of oranidium#
preglabellar aorea, alightly elevated#

Rim narrower than

Marginal furrow atrong, ex-

hibita two paira of elongate depreaaiona in front of antero-lateral
anglea of glabella, curve a forward in front of glabella#
Fixed cheeka ralaed to approximately half the height of glabella,
flat#

Doraal furrow deep, rounded in oroaa aeotion, entire.

Eye

linea moderate#
lygldium rounded in poaterior outline#
convex#

Pleural lobe alightly

Poaterior and of axia low, acutely rounded#

Border moderately

defined, gently inclined#
REMARKSt

Meteoropolua diacrepana, n# ap# différa from J^# prtmua,

n# ap# in poaaeaaing a leaa convex glabella, a narrow rim, a convex
preglabellar area, f la t ralaed fixed cheeka, and a deep doraal furrow;
from M
# nitidua, n# ap# in having a narrow alightly elevated rim, a
convex preglabellar area, a deep marginal furrow which exhibits two
paira of elongate depreaaiona and curves forward in front of glabella,
f l a t raiaed fixed cheeks, and a deep doraal furrow; and from M
# latua,
n# ap# in having a convex rim, f l a t fixed cheeka and a marginal furrow
which curves forward in front of the glabella #
The pygidium of 11# diacrepana# n# ap# differs from M
# primus, n# sp#
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th&t th# po#terlor end of the axis Is low and rounded # and the
pleural lobes are slightly convex; and from M
* nitldus# n# sp# in
that the pleural lobes are slightly convex and the posterior end of
the axis is low and narrow#
NAUEt

Latin# discrepans# different# referring to the moderately

elevated fixed cheeks#
QCCURRENCEt

faik shale (45—
4)# Crowfoot Ridge# Y e llo w s to n e

National Park#
HOLOTYPE 204# PARATYPES. 171# 205, Montana State Hhiversity#
Meteoropolus latus# n# sp#
Plate 5# figs# 15-17.
DESCRIPTION:
broad# shallow#
area#

Glabdlar furrows absent#

Occipital furrow

Rim flat# gwtly elevated# narrower than preglabellar

Marginal furrow narrow# deep# straight#
Pix#d cheeks elevated approximately one-half height of glabella#

DorssJ. furrow deep# rounded in cross section# entire#
preserved In specimens studied#

Eye lobes not

Eye lines moderate#

lygidium rounded in posterior outline#

Pleural lobe flat#

Posterior end of axis low# but well defined; slightly truncate#

Bor

der flat# faint#
REM
ARKSI

Meteoropolus latus# n# sp# differs from M
# primus# n# sp#

in possessing a broad oranidium# a narrow rim# a straight marginal
furrow# raised fixed cheeks# and a deep dorsal furrow; from 13# nitidus#
n# sp* in having a narrow gsntly elevated rim# a deep marginal furrow,
raised fixed cheeks# and a deep dorsal furrow#

The pygidium of
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M
»

n* sp* differs from e l l other species In having f la t

pleural lobes#
NAIIEt

Latin# latus# broad# referring to the cranidium#

OCCURRENCE*

Baxic shale (43-*4)# Crowfoot Ridge# Yellowstone

National Park#
HOl^TYPE 214# PARATYPES 166# 222# Montana State ChlTerslty*
Meteoropolus nitldus# n# sp#
Plate 3# figs# 18«*20#
DESCRIPTION*
absent#

Cranidium strongly convex#

Glabellar furrows

Occipital furrow deep# narrow#

Rim subequal in width to preglabellar area# depressed#

Marginal

furrow narrow# distinct#
Fixed cheeks slightly convex# depressed laterally*
row narrow# sioderate# rounded in cross section# entire#
not preserved on holetype#

Eye lobes

^ e lines moderate#

lÿgidiuBi rounded in posterior outline#
convex#

Dorsal fur

Posterior end of axis high# rounded#

Pleural lobe strongly
Border faintly defined#

steeply inclined posteriorly#
REM
ARKS*

Meteoropolus nitldus# n. sp# differs from M
* primus#

n# sp# in possessing a strongly convex cranidium# a depressed convex
rim# a moderate narrow dorsal furrow# and a narrower marginal furrow
which does not curve forward directly in front of glabella#

The

pygidium of M
# nitidus# n# sp# differs from that of M
# primus# n# sp#
in being strongly convex and having a rounded high axis and a steeply
inclined faintly defined posterior border.
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NAUEs

L&tln* nitidus^ trim, referring to the trim features of

the genus•
OCCURRENCEs

Parle shale (43—
4), Crowfoot Ridge, Yellowstone

National Park,
HCLOTYPE 216, PARATYPES 136, 179, Montana State University.
Meteoropolus primus, n, sp,
Plate 4, fig s, 1-3,
DESCRIPTIONt

Glabella two-thirds or more length of cranidium,

strcmgly convex in transverse and longitudinal sections,

Extremely

faint color markings indicate position of glabellar furrows,

Occi

p ita l ring narrow, deep,
Rim slightly convex, elevated, narrower than preglabellar area.
Marginal furrow narrow, strong, curves slightly fbrward in front of
glabella, exhibits a pair of shallow, elongate depressions in front
of antero-lateral an^es of glabella.
Fixed cheeks depressed laterally , slightly convex.
furrow strong, uniform, rounded in cross section.
preserved in any specimens studied,

Eye lobes not

Eye lines moderate,

iygldita rounded in posterior outline.
convex.

Dorsal

Posterior end of axis subtrxmcate.

Pleural lobe moderately
Border moderately in

clined, poorly defined,
REMARKSt

Meteoropolus primus, n, sp, is compared with M
,

nitldus, n, sp,; M, latus, n, sp,; M, discrepams, n, sp,; M, crassus,
n, sp,; M, bilobatus, n, sp,; and M, anulatus, n, sp,; in remarks
on each.
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KAHEt

Latia^ prime» first» referring to this species as the

type of the genes.
OCCURREW
CEt

Park shale (43—
4)» Croefoot Ridge» Yellowstone

Rational Faxk.
H01X)TfPE 217» PARATYPES 166» 221» Montana State Thiiverslty.
Genus NEOPLAGIERELLA» n. gen.
DIAGNOSISt

Cranidia strongly convex; average 2 mm. in length.

Facial sutures converge in front of eyes; directed obliquely back-»
ward behind eyes forming broad postero-lateral limbs.

Postero-

marginal furrow faint» narrow.
Glabella convex» long» broad» subparallel sided to tapered;
anterior end broadly or acutely rounded.

Glabellar furrows absent.

Occipital ring widmed medially; well defined by faint» narrow furrow.
Brim narrow; consists of well developed rim» narrow shallow
marginal furrow» and narrow poorly defined preglabellar area.

Rim

depressed» narrowed la te rally by convergence of anterior ends of
facial sutures.

Marginal furrow confluent with dorsal furrow in

front of glabella.
Fixed cheeks broad» sharply depressed laterally .
narrow» fa in t,
REM
ARKSI

Dorsal furrows

^ e lobes and eye lines absent.
Neoplaglurell a» n. gen. differs from Parasol«iopleurella»

n. gen. in possessing convergent anterior parts of faoial sutures» a
broadly or acutely rounded glabella» a depressed rim» narrow faint
but persistent marginal dorsal end occipital furrows» no glabellar
furrows or eye lines» and relatively wider and shallower furrowed
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po#tero-lat#r#il limbs} and from Plaglttrella (Reaaer 1937, p. 22) In
having a broad anteriorly rounded glabella^ a laterally narrowed
depressed rim, narrow shallow dorsal marginal end occipital furrows»
end no eye lines» aye lobes» glabellar furrows and occipital node.
GENOTYPEt
NAM
E*

Neoplagiurella typica, n. gen. and n. sp.

Greek»x^^f » new» Plagiurella» referring to its close

a ffin ities to the genus Plagiurella.
Keoplagiurella gigas, n . sp.
Plate 4» fig s. 4» 6.
DESCRIPTION* Glabella moderately tapered; anterior end broadly
rounded.
REM
ARKS* Heoplagiurella gigas, n. sp. differs from

typica,

B. sp. in possessing a moderately tapered glabella with anterior end
broadly rounded, and a deeper stronger marginal furrow; and from N^.
parallela, n. sp. in having a wider glabella, stronger and wider
occipital ring and furrow, and deeper marginal furrow.
NAM
E*

Latin, gigas, giant, referring to the large size of the

cranidium.
OCCURRENCE*

Park shale (36-1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Moimtains .
HOLOTYPE 78, PARATYPE 141, Montana State University.
Keoplagiurella immatura, n. sp.
Plate 4, fig s . 6, 7.
DESCBIPTXCH« Glabella subparallel sided; broadly rounded
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anteriorly * Dorsal^ marginal^ and occipital furrows extremely
faint*
REMARKSt

Keoplagiurella immatura* n. sp. differs from the

other species of th is genus in that marginal dorsal and occipital
furrows are extremely fain t.
NiUfiEs

Intin* imnatura* referring to the immature appearance

of the cranidim in that i t lacks dorsal# marginal and glabellar
furrows.
(X3CÜRRENCE:

Bark shale (43—
4)# Crowfoot Ridge# Yellowstone

Rational Bark.
HOLOTYPE 184# PARATYPE 120# Montana State University.
Keoplagiurella parallela# n. sp.
Plate 4# fig s. 8# 9.
DESCRIPTIONg
rounded.

Glabella subparallel sided; anterior end broadly

Marginal furrows strong.

Rim well defined.

Dorsal and

occipital furrows narrow but well defined.
REM
ARKS:

Keoplagiurella parallela# n. sp. differs from K^.

typiea# n. sp# in possessing a subparallel sided glabella with an
terio r end broadly rounded# and a slightly narrower occipital ring
and furrow.
NAM
E:

Latin# paxallelus# parallel# referring to the subparallel

sided glabella.
OCCURRQSCEt

Park shale (43-4)# Crowfoot Ridge# Yellowstone

Rational Bark.
HOIDTYPE 92# PARATYPE 143# Montana State University.
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Reoplmgiwella typlc». n* #p.
Pl&t# 4# figa. 10, 11.
DESCRIPTION$

Olabella atrongly tapered; anterior end acutely

rounded.
REMARKSt

Neoplagiurella typiea, n. ap. la compared with K.

iwurallela, n. ap.; JR. glgaa, n. ap.; and

imnmtura, n. ap. in

remarka on each.
OCCUEREKCE*

Park ahale (43»4), Crowfoot Ridge, Tellowatone

National Park.
BOLOTYPE 185, PARATYPE 182, Montana State IMlveralty.
Genua OLENOXDES Meek, 1877
Olanoidea, Meek, 1877, Geol. Ezpl. Fortieth Par., vol. 4, p t. 1, p. 23.
Olanoidea, Walcott, 1866, Geol. Survey Bull., no. 30, p. 180.
Olanoidea, Xobayaahl, 1935, Tokyo. Laperlal Tkilveraity. Faculty of
i^oianoe. Journal, Section 11.—Geology, e tc., p. 152.
GENOTYPE% Olanoidea nevadenala (Meek) 1877.
Olanoidea? elongatua, n. ap.
Plate 4, fig a . 12, 15.
DESCRIPTIONt

Speclea known from pygidium only*

gate, fla tly convex.

lygidlum elon

Axla aubparallel aided, convex, long, one-third

width of pygidium exolualve of marginal aplnea, exhlblta three faint
furrcwa; poaterior and rounded.

Pleural lobe alightly convex, faintly

furrowed; extended poateriorly and la te ra lly into four narrow, oblique
ly directed aplnea aubequal in length to pygidium.
fragmentary .

Anterior apinea
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REM
ARKS*

Olenolde#? elongatnaa* n# ap* differ# from a ll knonn

species in poaaesslng abnormally long slender apinea#
NAM
EI

Latin^ elongaa, long* referring to the long spine# of

the pygidiiaa*
OCCURREDCE*

Baric shale (46«»1)^ Kixon Guloh^ Three Forks area*

HOLOTYPE 2^ PARATYPE 1^ Montana State University.
Genua OXYPOEUS, n# gen*
DIAGNOSIS*

Cranidium convex*

Facial sutures diverge in front

of eyea^ directed laterally back of eyes forming short postero-lateral
limbs#

Postero-marginal furrcnr narrow*

Glabella long» convex» smooth» tapered; anterior end acutely
rounded#

Occipitsil ring narrow» uniform in width; well defined by

narrow shallow occipital furrow*
Rim narrow» slightly convex» depressed» narrowed laterally by
convergence of anterior ends o f facial sutures*
broad» well defined.

Preglabellar area flat» depressed#

Fixed cheeks convex la te ra lly depressed*
defined*

Marginal furrow

ï%
ye lines absent*

Dorsal furrows well

Ryes moderate» located opposite middle

third of glabella#
Associated pygidium convex» transversely elongate*

Axis two-

thirds length of and approximately one-fourth width of pygidium; ccmvex» moderately tapered» elevated above pleural lobes*
axial furrow faint#

Anterior

Dorsal furrows absent *

Pleural lobe strongly convex» exhibits well defined anterior
pleural furrow and several faint posterior furrows*

Border narrow.
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faints gently inclined#
remarksI

Oxypolus^ n# gen# differ* from Parkla^ n# gen. in

poeeeeeing a convex oranidium^ a tapered acutely rounded glabella*
a narrow medially widened depressed rim* convex depressed fixed
cheeks andmoderate eyes.
n# gscL# in

The pygidium differs from that

of Parkla*

being subelliptical and possessing strongly convexpleurad

lobes* faint pleural furrows* and a wider relatively shorter axis
sdiich i s more highly elevated and dorso-ventrally tapered.
GENOTYPEt
NAM
ES

Oxypolus primus* n# gen. and n. sp#

Greek*^#^ g * sharp*

axis* referring to

thetapered

glabella#
Oxypolus primus* n. sp.
Plate 4* figs. 14* lb.
INSCRIPTIONt

The generic description gives the essential

characteristics of the species #
NAM
Et

Latin* primus* first* referring to this species as the

type of the genus#
OCCURRENCE:

Park shale (46-1)* Nixon Gulch* Three Forks area.

HOLOTYPE 66* PARATYPE 20* Montana State TMiversity.

Genus PARKIA* n# gen#
DIACaJOSISs

Cranidium f la tly convex#

Facial sutures diverge

in front of eyes# directed la te ra lly back of eyes forming narrow
postero-lateral limbs#

Bostero-marginal furrow narrow* well defined#

Glabella two—
thirds length of cranidium# convex* smooth* subsided# anterior end broadly rounded.

Occipital ring narrow*
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wldl;]! wlform; well defined by narrow shallov occipital furrow*
Rim half or lees width of pre glabellar area; f l a t , elevated,
uniform in width.

Marginal furrow broad shallow*

Preglabellar

area f l a t depressed.
Fixed cheeks f l a t , less than half width of glabella*
furrows narrow well defined.

Dorsal

Eye lines absent * Eyes half Imigth

of and located 0]^>osite middle third of glabella.
lygidium transversely elongate, strongly to fla tly convex*
Axis long, smooth slender; acutely rounded posteriorly*

Dorsal

furrows faint anteriorly, obsolete posteriorly*
Pleural lobes strongly to flatly convex, exhibits three or four
faint pleural furrows extended to lateral edge*
REMARKS;

Border absent*

Parkia, n. gen* differs from Coelorhis, n* gen* in

having a more convex cranidium, a deeper marginal furrow, a narrower
rim, a f la t preglabellar area, and facial sutures idiieh diverge
noxmally in front of the eyes.
GENOTYPE;
NAM
E*

Parkia prima, n. gen* and n* sp.

This genus is named for i t s occurrence in the Park shale.

OCCURBMCEt

Park shale (46-1), Nixon Gulch, Three Forks area.
« Parkia? minuta, n. sp*
Plate 4, fig* 16.

DESCRIPTION;

Species knoim from pygidium only*

e llip tic a l, strongly convex*

lygidiiaa sub

Axis narrow, length half that of pygi

dium, atodsrately tapered, appears smooth*

Pleural lobe fla tly ccn-

oave, steeply inclined, exhibits three straight obliquely directed

6Z

rux*roirs»

Border abeent.

REM
ARKSt

The pygldlm oT BarklaYmirmta^ n« sp* differs from

the pygidium of Parkia plana* n* sp* in being relatively much longer
and in having a short axis and steeply inclined f la tly concave pleural
lobes*
NSMEt

Latin* minimus* small* referring to the small sise of

the pygidium*
OCCURRBfCBt

Park shale ( 46—
1)* Kixon Gulch* Three Forks area*

HOLOTYPE 29* Montana State Oliversity*
Parkia plana* n* sp*
Plate 4* figs* 17, 18*
DESCRIPTIONt

Glabella fla tly convex*

Pygidlma fla tly convex*
REMARKSt

Rim slightly elevated*

Pleural lobe f la t or slightly concave*

Parkia plana* n* sp* differs from JP* prima* n* sp*

in possessing a fla tly ecmvex cranidium and glabella* a slightly
elevated rim* and weaker marginal and dorsal furrows*

The associated

pygidium differs from that of P^* prima* n* sp* in having f la t pleural
lobes*
RAM
E:

Latin* planus* flat* referring to the f la t fixed cheeks.

OCCURRENCE:

Park shsLle ( 4S-1 )* Mixon Gulch* Three Forks area*

HOLOTYPE 63* PARATYPE 32* Montana State Thlversity*

Parkia prima* n* sp*
Plate 4* figs* 19-22*
DESCRIPTIONt

The description of the genus gives a ll the essential
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0 h^*oteri#tio*

exaept that the pygidium is strongly oonvex* the

pleural lobes are fla tly convex adjacent to the sides of the axis
and steeply inclined laterally and posteriorly away from the axis*
NAM
Et

la tin , primus, f i r s t , referring to this species as the

type of the genus*
OCCURRENCEt

Park shale (46—
1), Kixon Gulch, Three Porks area*

HOLOTYPE 57, PARATYPES 10, 13, 60, Montana State University*
Genus PARA80LQ3OPLEURELLA, n* gen*
DIAGNOSISt

Cranidium strongly convex; Z mm* to 3 mm* in length*

Facial sutures subparallel and directed downward in front of eyes;
directed obliquely backward behind eyes forming broad postero-lateral
limbs#

Postercesarginal furrow broad, relatively deep*

Glabella strongly convex; long, broad, moderately to strongly
tapered; anterior end truncate*

Occipital ring widened medially;

well demarcated by wide relatively deep furrow#
Brim narrow, depressed, consists of well developed rira, excep
tionally strong marginal furrow, and narrow poorly defined pregla
bellar area*

Rim horisen t a l or elevated, narrowed laterally by con

vergence of smterior ends of facial sutures*

Marginal furrow strong,

deep or shallow; confluent with dorsal furrow In front of glabella*
Fixed cheeks broad, sharply depressed laterally*
broad, faint*
HBHARKSt

E(ye lobes absent*

Dorsal furrows

Eye lines present or absent*

Parasolw&opleurella, n* gen* differs from Solenopleurella

(Poulsen, 1927, p* E69) in being much smaller and in possessing a
smaller more tapered glabella; la te ra lly narrowed weaker rim; no eye
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lob#e; and much weaker deraal and glabellar furrows*
GENOTYPE:
NAM
E:

Parasolanopleurella drywolfansls^ n« gen. and n* sp*

Greeks 7?^/>ék., near# Solsnopleurella# referring to Its

elose a ffin itie s to Solenopleurella *
ParasoIsnopleurella erowfootsnsls# n* sp.
Plate 4# fig* 23.
DESCRIPTION:

strong*

Glabella strongly tapered.

Rim upturned*

OLabellar furrows

Marginal furrow broad# deep.

Eye lines

Moderate# slightly ourved*
REMARKS:

Parasolanopleurella erowfootensis# n* sp* differs

from P* drywolfensis# n* sp. in possessing a narrower marginal
furrow and a strongly tapered glabella with well defined glabellar
furrows*
NAME:

The speoies is named for Crowfoot Ridge# Yellowstone

National Park*
OCCURRENCE:

Park shale (43-4)# Crowfoot Ridge# Yellowstone

National Park*
HOIDTYFB 192# Montana State Ikiirersity.
Parasolsnopleurella drywolfensis# n* sp*
Plate 4# figs* 24# 2 6 *
DESCRIPTIGK:
faint»

Glabella moderately tapered.

Rim upturned*

Glabellar furrows

Marginal furrow broad# deep.

Eye lines

sioderate# slightly eurred*
REM
ARKS:

P a r a s o ls n o p le u r e lla drywolfensls# n* sp. is compared
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ero#foot#a8 i#^ n« #p*; and

obacnra^ n« sp* in remarks on

each.
NAlfEt

%la species Is named for its occurrenoe In Dry Wolf

Creek, L ittle Belt Mountains*
OCCURHMCEt

Park shale (38-1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Mountains*
HOLOTYPE 108, PARATYPE 109, Montana State d iv e rs ity .
Parasolsnopleurella obscura, n* sp*
Plate 4, figs* 26, 27*
DESCRIPTIONt
faint*

Glabella moderately tapered*

Rim horisontal*

Glabellar furrows

Marginal furrow narrow shallow*

Eÿe lines

absent#
REM
ARKSs

Parasolsnopleurella obscura, n* sp* differs from 2#

drywolfensis, n* sp* and ^* erowfootensis, n* sp* In possessing a
narrower brim, a horisontal rim, end a narrow shallow marginal
fbrrow and in addition from P* erowfootensis in having a moderately
tapered glabella with fain t furrows*
NAM
E#

Latin, obscura, in d istin ct, referring to the shallow

marginal furrow and poorly demarcated rim*
OCCURRENCE#

Park shale (38-1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt

Mountains*
B01X>TYPE 107, PARATYPE 100, Montana State Dhlverslty*
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE 1
Page
Aoanthopolue prlmue» n# g€n* and n« *p.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .

. . . 17

1.

Holotype^ X4* Poorly preserved oronldlum, showing
occipital ring extended into strong elevated spine.
Montana State University number 94.

2.

Paratype^ X4# Pragimentary cranidium showing high
glabella and la te ra lly depressed fixed cheeks. Mon
tana State TMiversity number 75.
Park shale (S8 -l)^ Dry Wolf Creek^ L ittle Belt Mountains.

Atoporhls primus, n. gen. and n. s p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

18

3.

^lotype# X2. Nearly complete cranidium* showing
convex elevated rim curved posteriorly in front of
glabella. Montana State Tkilversity number 42.

4.

Baratype* X3. lygidium* showing short* sharp* depressed*
lateral spines. Montana State University number 55.
Pork shale (46-1)* Nixon Gulch* Three Forks area.

Beltia convergsns* n. sp^... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6#

Hblotype* X5. Cranidium* showing moderately tapered
broadly rounded glabella. Montana State University
number 128.

6.

Poratype* XS. Cranidium showing slightly convex
horisontal rim. Montana State TMiversity nissber

19

136.

Park shale (58-1)* Dry Wolf Creek* L ittle Belt
Mowtoins .
Beltia convexa* n. s p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7.

20

Holotype* X 2. Cranidium* showing horisontal con
vex rim subequal in width to strongly convex pre
glabellar area. Montana State University number 230.
Park shale (43-4)* Crowfoot Ridge* Yellowstone
National Park.

Beltia eras sa* n. s p .
8

.

Solotypa* X 2 1/2.

..............................
Nearly complete cranidium*

21
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Page
showing narrow oonrex rim and wide preglabellar
area. Montana State IMlTeraity number 112#
9#

10#

Paratype#X 3# I^gidiim* showing post-axial ring
blending posteriorly with steeply inclined border*
Montana State Uhlversity number 163#
Paratype,X
of pygidia#

8#

f^gidium# showing variation in else
Montana State TJbiversity number 146.

Park shale (36-1)^ Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt
Mountains#
Beltia diserepans, n# sp## * * . . * * . * . * . . * . . . . * * . . * * * * * . . 22
11#

Holotype,X 3# Cranidim, showing moderately tapered
glabella and laterally depressed fixed cheeks# Mon
tana State Univers
number 122#

12#

Paratype,X 3# Cranidium, showing broadening and
deepening of marginal furrow on lateral parts of
brim# Montana State University number 131*

13#

Paratype, X 3* lygidium, showing distin ct postaxial ring# Montana State University number 146#

14#

Paratype, X 5# lygidium, showing evenly convex
pleural lobes and moderately inclined border.
Montana State Olivers ity nunber 156#
Park shale (36-1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt
Mountains*

Beltia drywolfensis, n# qp. ***. . * # . * . *

*.***.*.***.*...***# 23

15#

Holotype, X 5# Complete cranidium, showing elevated,
convex fixed cheeks* Montana State University
number 129*

16#

Paratype, X 3* Complete cranidium, showing wide
well defined marginal furrow exhibiting pair of
elongate depressions opposite antero-lateral angles
of glabella# Montana State University number 120#
Paik shale (88-1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt
Mountains *
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Beltia nltida^ n*

24

17#

H&lotype^ X 5# Cranidium# showing subparallel sided
slightly depressed glabella. Montana State IMi'rer*
sity number 126#

18#

Paratype# X 3# Cranidium# showing slightly convex
horisontal rim subequal in width to preglabellar
area# Montana State TMiversity number 126#
Park shale (5B«»1)# Dry Wolf Creek# L ittle Belt
Mountains #

Beltia plana# n# sp#*. ##. # . . * . # * # # # . # . * . # # # . #

#*. #** 25

19»

Holotype# X 5# Incomplète cranidium# showing broad
shallow marginal furrow and medially widened rim#
Montana State Ihiversity numiber 115»

20#

Paratype# X 5»Fragmentary pygidium# showing high
distinct post-axisl ring and f la t pleural lobes»
Montana State University number 161#
Park shale (58-1)# Dry Wolf Creek# L ittle Belt
Mountains»

P late 1
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DESCRIPTION OF PIATE 2

Beltia profund#^ n* sp*

...............................................................................26

1*

Holoiype# X 5. Cranidium^ showing strong deep dorsal
furrows rounded in cross section. Montana State
Dhlverslty nisnber 1 2 1 *

2*

Paratype* X 3 * Cranidium. showing latera lly de
pressed convex fixed cheeks* Montana State Ikilverslty nuaher 123*
Park shale (38-1)* X>ry Wolf Creek* L ittle Belt
Mountains*

Beltia rotunda* n* s p . . . . . . . . . . . . . * * . * * * . * . . . . .
3.

4

. . . . 27

Holotype* X 3* Fragmentary cranidium* showing strong
rarglnal and dorsal furrows. Montana State Univer
sity number 124.

* fWratype* X 3. Poorly preserved cranidium* showing
horisontal* convex fixed cheeks. Montana State
(diversity number 130.
Park shale (38—
1)* Dry Wolf Creek* L ittle Belt
Mountains*

Beltia typlca* n* gen. and n. sp
6.

6

Holotype* X 3* Poorly preserved cranidium* showing
narrow* convex rim and wide slightly convex pre
glabellar area* Montana State University wsnber 152

* Paratype* X 3* ^gldiun* showing pair of faint
marginal spines on anterior segments of pleural
lobes* Montana State TMlverslty number 144*
Park shale (38-1)* Dry Wolf Creek* L ittle Belt
Mountains*

7.

%potype* X 3* Poorly preserved cranidium* showing
horisontal convex fixed cheeks* Montana State Uni
versity number 206.
Park shale (43-4)* Crowfoot Ridge* Yellowstone
Rational Park.

27
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Caaqprylollgia d le o re p an # ^ n . ep«
8

.

................ . . .

...

....

.

..

30

Holoigrpe, X 3.
Cramidiiaa^ showing rim subequal In
width to proglaboXlsr nrea.. Montana. State Univei>»
sity number 41*
Park shale (46—
1), Nixon Gulch, Three Porks area.

Campylolkus elongatus» n. sp...........................
9.

30

Holotype, X 3* Cranidium, showing narrow pre—
glabellar
area. Montana State University number 43.
Paik shale (46-1), Nixon Gulch, Three Porks area.

Campylolkus typicus, n* gen. and n. sp*. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10*

Holotype, X 3* Cranidium, showing strongly convex
slightly tapered glabella. Montana State Univer
sity number 52*

11*

Paratype, X 3* Poorly preserved pygidium, showing
long subparallel sided axis. Montana State IMiversity number 16*

31

Baxk shale (46-1), Nixmi Gulch, Three Forks area.
Coelorhis typicus, n* gen. and n. s

p

»

.

.

.

12*

Holotype, X 2. Well preserved oraniditsa, showing
atnormal divergence of facial sutures in front of
eyes* Montana State Ikiiversity number 54*

13*

Paratype, X 3* lygidium, showing semicircular out
line and f la t convexity. Montana State Xkilversity
number 34*

32

Park shale (46-1), Nixon Gulch, Three Forks area.
Peissella erowfootensis, n. sp*.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
14*

Holotype, X 4* Fragmentary cranidium, showing trun
cate glabella* Montana State d iv e rs ity number 195.

15*

Paratype, X 4* Poorly preserved cranidium, showing
deep strong dorsal and marginal furrows. Montana
State University number 194.
Park shale (43-4), Crowfoot Ridge, Tellcwstone
National. Park*

34
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Delaeella drywolfenete, n. ep.»..* .

54

16.

H61o^rp6# % 4. Cranlâlxmi^ ehowing tapered glabella
end fa in t glabellar furrows. Montana State Unlversity number 79.

17.

A&ratype^ X 4. Cranidium* showing moderately ele
vated fixed cheeks and naunrow dorsal furrows.
Montana State Ikiiversity number 97.
Park shale (58—
1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt
Mountains.

Peissella elcngata, n. s p . . .
18.

.................

Holotype, X 4. Well preserved cranidium, showing
elevated occipital spine and sharply elevated rim.
Montana State üoiversity number 69.
Paxk shale (58—
1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt
Mountains.

56
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DESCRIPTION OP HATE 5

D e lw lla aagiaj n» #p.

.

.

53

I*

Holotype* X 4« Fragmentaiy oranidiura* showing con—
oawe preglabellar area and deep dorsal furrows*
Mont«ma State IMlversity number 89*

2*

Paratype* X 4# Poorly preserved oranidlum* showing
sise of eranidium and tapered elevated oooipital
spine# Montana State Dhiversity number 111#
Park shale (38-1)* Dry Wolf Creek* L ittle Belt
Mountsiins *

Peissella typioa* n# sp#####

####• 37

3#

Holotype* X
4#
Pragpmntaryeranidium* showing flat
preglabellar area and rim perpendicular to pregla
bellar area# Montana State Shivers ity number 197#

4#

Paratype* X
4*
Pragsentaryeranidium* showing broad*
moderately tapered* truncate glabella# Montana
State Shiver sity number 176#
Park shale (43-4)* Crowfoot Ridge* Yellowstone
National Park#

Meteoropolus anulatus* n# sp###########.### #######.###### # 38
6*

6

#

Holotype* X
3#
posterior outline#
number 172#

Peurt of pygidium* showing bilobed
lb>ntana State University

Paratype* X
3#
Pragnentarypygidium* showing promi
nent axial ring# Montana State Shivers!ty number 169#
Airk shale (43-4)* Crowfoot Ridge* Yellowstone
National Park#

Meteoropolus bilobatus* n# sp
7#

8

39

Holotype* X 3. lygidium* showing low broadly rounded
axis# Montana State University number 152#

# Paratype* X 5# Perfectly preserved pygidium, showing
acutely bilobed character of posterior edge# Montana
State University number 150#
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Bark shale (68-1)^ Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt
Mountains*
Meteoropolus crassus, n. sp
9*

40

Holotype, X8, Cranidium, showing laterally de
pressed fixed cheeks and strong eye lines. Mon
tana State Itiivwsity number 224#

10#

Paratype, X3* Cranidiiaa, showing broad strong
oooipital furrow and strongly elevated rim.
Montana State University number 2W.

11#

Paratype, X5# Well preserved pygidium, showing
moderately high, acutely rounded posterior end of
axis. Montana State University number 147.
Park shale (43-4), Crowfoot Ridge, Yellowstone
Rational Park.

Ifoteoropolus discrepans, n. sp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
12#

41

Holotype, X3. Cranidium., showing deep dorsal fur
rows and moderate eye lines# Montana State IMlvers ity number 204.

IS#

Paratype, X 3#
elevated rim#

Cranidium, showing narrow slightly
Montana State University number 206#

14#

Paratype, X 3# Poorly preserved pygidium, showing
low acutely rounded posterior end of axis. Montana
State University number 171.
Park shale (43-4), Crowfoot Ridge, Yellowstone
Rational Park#

Meteoropolus 1st us, n# s

p

.

.

.

* 42

15#

Holotype, X 3. Cranidium, showing narrow f l a t rim.
Montana State University number 214.

16#

Paratype, X 3#
ginal furrow.

17#

Paratype, X 3# IVgidiiaa, showing f l a t pleuraJl lobes
and low but well defined posterior end of axis.
Montana State University number 166.

Cranidiiaa, showing narrow deep mar
Montana State University number 222.

Piurk sh .1 . (48-4), Crowfoot Ridge. Tollowstono
Rational Park#

69

Meteoropolu# nitldu#^ m*
16#

Holotype» X 3, Cranidium» showing narrow distinct
marginal furrow and laterally depressed fixed cheeks.
Montana State University number 216#

19#

Paratype» X 3# Cranidium» showing moderate eye lines#
Montana State Qaiversity number 136#

20#

Paratype» X 3# Associated pygidium» showing strongly
convex pleural lobes and high rounded posterior end
of CLxis. Montana State Chiversity number 179.
Park shale (43—
4)» Crowfoot Ridge» Yellowstone
Naticmal Park.

43
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DESCRIPTION OF PLATE 4
Pag*
.................

Metaoropolt» primus^ n* gen# and n. *p.
!•

Holo^rp## I 5* CranldluBi, showing strong narrow
marginal furrow ourving slightly forward in front
of glabella* Montana State tbiversity number 217.

2#

Paratype9 XS* Cranidium^ showing slightly convex
laterally depressed fixed cheeks. Montana State
Dbivers ity number 2 2 1 .

3*

Paratype# X3. lygidium# slurwing' poorly defined
SÊOderately inclined border. Montana State Dbiver^
sity nm&ber 168.

44

Park shale (43-4)# Crowfoot Ridge# Yellowstone
National Park.
Neoplagiurella gigas# n. s p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

46

4*

Hblotype# X5. Cranidium# showing large sise of the
cranidium. Montana State University nisnber 78.

6#

Paratype# X5* Cranidium# showing broadly rounded
tapered glabella. Mwtana State University number 141.
Park shale (58—
1)# Dry Wolf Creek# L ittle Belt
Mountains.

Meoplagiurella Immatura# n. s
6

.

7.

p

.

.

Holotype#X6 . Cranidium, showing faint marginal
and dorsal furrows. Montana State University
number 184.
Paratype#X6 . Cranidium# showing broadly rounded
subparallel sided glabella. Montana State Tkiivers ity number 1 2 0 .
Park shale (43-4)# Crowfoot Ridge, Yellowstone
Nationsil Park.

Keoplagiurella parallela# n# s p . . . . . . . .
8

.

Holotype#X6 . Cranidium# showing subparallel sided
glabella and well developed rim. Itontana State Uni
versity number 92.

46
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9* Paratype# X 6 * Cranidlxnti# showing strong marginal
furrow* Montana State I&ilversIty number 143.
Bark shale (38-1)# Dry Wolf Creek# L ittle Belt
Mountains *
Weoplaglurella typlca# n* gen. and n* sp * .................

48

10# Holotype# X 6 .
Cranidium# showing strongly tapered
glabella which is acutely roxmded anteriorly. Mon
tana State Dnlverslty number 185#
11#

Baratype# X 5.
Cranidium# showing narrow but well
defined dorsal and marginal furrows. Montana State
Thxlwerslty number 182.
Bark shale (43—
4)# Crowfoot Ridge# Yellowstone
National Bark.

Olenoides? elongatus# n. s p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

48

12# Holotype# X 3.
I^gidlum# showing long obliquely
directed spines. Montana State Unlverslty number 2#
13# Baratype# X I .
Crushed and severely weathered
pygidim# showing outline of long subparallel axis.
Montana State IMlverslty number 1#
Bark shale (46-1)# Nixon Gulch# Three Porks area.
50

Oxypolus primus# n# gen. and n. sp..
14.

Holotype# X 3.
Poorly preserved cranidium# showing
depressed fixed cheeks and medially widened rim.
Montana State Bhiversity number 6 6 .

15.

Paratype# X 5.
î^gldium# showing transverse elon
gate shape of pygidium* Montana State University
number 2 0 .
Bark shale (46-1)# Nixon Gulch# Three Forks area.

Parkia?minuta# n. s p . . . . .

.. . . . » * . . # . . .

. . . . *#*# ****** "** 61

16. Holotype# X 3.
lygidium# showing narrow short axis
and f la tly concave steeply Inclined pleural lobes.
Montana State University nxxaber 29.
Park shale (46—
1)# Nixon Gulch# Three Forks area#
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Page
Rfcrkla plana^ n* a p#***. . **. . , . . . . . . . . .

...................................................... 52

X7«

&>lotype^ X 5* CroDldXusi^ Bhowing allghtly eXev&ted
rim* Montana State University number 63*

X8 *

Paratype^ X 3* I^gidium^ showing aXightly concave
pleural lobes. Montana State University number 32.
Bark shale (46«*1)^ Nixon Gulch^ Three Forks area.

Parkia prima^ n. gen. and n# s p . . . .

.................

19.

Holotype^ X 3. Cranidium, showing f la t elevated
rim and subparallel sided smooth glabella. Montetna
State Tkiivers ity number 67.

20.

Paratype* X 3. Cranldium, showing narrow postero
lateral limbs. Montana State University number 60.

21.

Baratype# X 5. lygidlum, showing pleural lobes
steeply Inclined laterally and posteriorly.
Montana State University number 13.

22.

Paratype^ X 3. fygidium» showing pleural lobes fla tly
eonvex next to sides of axis. Montana State Univer
sity number 1 0 .

52

Park shale (46-1)^ Nixon Gulch, Three Forks area.
Barasolenopleurella ercwfootenais, n. s p . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
23.

64

Holotype. X 4.
Crsnidium, showing strongly tapered
glabella and strong glabellar furrows. Montana
State University number 192.
Bark shale (43-4), Crowfoot Ridge, Yellowstone
National Park.

Parasolenopleurella drywolfensis, n. gen. and n. sp.. . . . . . . . . . . .
24.

H o l o t y p e , X 4.
Cranidiua, showing moderately tapered
truncate glabella, aioderate eye lines and strong
marginal furrow. Montana State University number 108.

25.

Paratype, X 4.
Cranidium, showing faint glabellar
furrows and elevated rim. Montana State Ubivers ity
number 109.
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Pago
B&rk #h#le (S8^1}« Dry Wolf Crook, Llttlo Bolt
Houiitalno*

P a rm e o lo p o p lo ttro llo ob ooiira, n . o p * . , . . . *
26.

BoXotypo^ X 4. Cronidlum, ohowlng ohallow marginal
furrow and poorly domareatod rim. Montana 8 ta to
Bbivoraity number 107.

27#

Baratypo, X 4. Cranidium, showing moderately
tapered truncate glabella. Montana State Ikiverolty number 1 0 0 .
Faxk shale (36-1), Dry Wolf Creek, L ittle Belt
Mountains.
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